Stay in Control
– when you need answers in advance

The Fish Counter that gives you control over numbers!

"Stay in Control" The Fish Counter is small and compact, and has no moving parts. It is easily mounted over existing tracks and belts. Each counter has a scanning area that covers a width of up to 30cm. If the belt is wider, several counters can be mounted in series.

The counter has been developed to provide the exact number of fish as early as possible in the production process, preferably just after bleeding, but it can also be used at several points in the factory, e.g. counting from the manual gutting point and at the entry to the filleting section. This enables full control of the day’s intake, and ensures successful planning of day-to-day production.

Design and functionality
"Stay in Control" is manufactured in stainless steel. All data can be exported to all manufacturers’ production systems (IoT – Internet of Things). The stable precision of 98% makes this an indispensable instrument for each and every production line!

Customer feedback:
"With such exact, stable numbers, we are able to plan our days much better, pleasing the exporters greatly!"
Technical specifications:
- 400 (H) x 120 (B) x 90 (L) mm
- Capacity: 210 fish/minute
- IoT – Internet of Things
- No moving parts
- Can be extended for increased capacity

Requirements:
- 230 Volt 1 Amp
- Ethernet connection
- 6 bar air pressure